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BOOK REVIEW
A Global History of Doping in Sport: Drugs, Policy, and Politics, edited by
John Gleaves and Thomas M. Hunt, London, Routledge, 2015, xiv þ 160 pp.,
£88.00 (hardback), ISBN 978-1-138-84094-2
The edited volume at hand is part of Routledge’s Sport in the Global Society – Historical
Perspectives series, and covers original research on the history of doping use, policy, and
politics in sport, authored by leading scholars in the field. The volume itself was
previously published as a special issue of The International Journal of the History of Sport
(volume 31, issue 8).
The original research reported in the volume consists of ten chapters, starting with
a general introduction on the need for more critical and empirical research on the history
of doping in sport to debunk popular myths and to verify unsupported assumptions. To
this aim, co-editor John Gleaves presents the forthcoming nine chapters, and their
authors, as part of a broader approach that employs novel methods for studying doping
in sport. The presence of nationalistic strategies, tensions between amateurism and
professionalism, and stereotypes are running as a common thread throughout the well-
presented content of the volume. In the remainder of this review, I would like to give a
short overview of these chapters before coming to a general appraisal of the
entire volume.
In a first chapter covering original research, Ian Ritchie traces the origins of the spirit
of sport’ clause – one of the three main arguments to oppose doping – to De Coubertin
and the myths surrounding the foundation of the IOC. John Gleaves and Matthew
Llewellyn build on this line of thinking in their chapter, in which they highlight what
they call ‘the real cultural origins of anti-doping rules in international sport’. More
precisely, they indicate how the IOC anti-doping policies are much older than generally
presumed. A subsequent chapter, authored by Mark Dyreson and Thomas Rorke, analyzes
the famous example of Japanese swimmers using oxygen during the 1932 Olympics.
The authors show how the Japanese swimmers were in general not perceived as having
done anything illegal or unethical, but due to American nationalism, this story was later
on used as a textbook example of early doping use in the Olympics. The aim of this
volume to offer historical nuance regarding popular doping myths endures in a fourth
contribution, in which Marcel Reinold and John Hoberman advocate to finally ‘hammer
the last nail into the coffin of the Nazi steroid myth’. Both scholars successfully argue that
there is no proof at all that German soldiers and athletes systematically used steroids to
enhance their performances during the Nazi regime. Next, Kathryn Henne provides an
interesting conceptual contribution, framing the early work of the IOC’s Medical
Commission on anti-doping as moral, scientific, and technological entrepreneurship.
Drawing on a detailed case-study of the 1968 Kentucky Derby, the chapter by Thomas M.
Hunt, Scott R. Jedlicka, and Matthew T. Bowers pinpoints to a certain dichotomy in
considering the ‘doped’ horse ‘Dancer’s Image’ as both an honorable participant with
anthropomorphic characteristics and as a simple piece of human property. Moreover,
Sarah Teetzel and Marcus Mazzucco apply an interesting pedagogical angle in their work.
Their emphasis lies on how the specific rights of minors have been both incorporated and
disrespected in the history of doping control. This athlete-centered approach continues in
Verner Møller’s chapter. As always, Møller is well-founded critical for WADA, an
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organization which he assesses to be lacking transparency, legal authority, and fairness.
Therefore, he contends that an independent organization is needed to oversee and guard
WADA. Another detailed case-study is presented in a final chapter, written by Paul
Dimeo. His research sketches the historical importance of the Lance Armstrong-scandal
for the future of doping policy in cycling.
Notwithstanding the novelty, the diverse content, and the thoroughness of the reported
historical work, some critical remarks are possible. Whereas I really enjoyed reading the
volume introduction of co-editor John Gleaves in which he presents the forthcoming
chapters and makes an impassioned plea to historians to return to primary sources, a
general discussion at the very end of the volume is lacking. The absence of such a
discussion is a missed opportunity, as it could have highlighted certain strengths and
limitations, and avenues for future research. Moreover, although all of the authors are
without any doubt high-quality and eminent scholars, the universities they represent are
geographically limited to North America, Europe, and Australia. Next to the one chapter
covering the story of the Japanese swimmers during the Olympics in 1932, I expected
additional empirical work on doping in Asia, Oceania, and Africa to really turn this
volume into what it aims to be: a global history of doping in sport. While I certainly
understand that editors of a special issue are dependent on the (quality of the) response
they receive on their call for submissions, the presence of contributors and contributions
belonging to other parts of the globe would have further enhanced the richness of the
volume. In sum, the edited volume is a must-read publication for everyone interested in
the history of doping, presenting interesting new knowledge. Furthermore, the accessible
and detailed way in which all chapters are written adds to the likeliness that the volume
will attract a broad audience. However, some additions could arguably have turned this
volume into an even more impressive publication.
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